HiFi Equipment Platforms

Models

The Thixar equipment platform Silence Plus is available in the standard dimensions M and L. The basic version
has a grey matt finish. Other dimensions, surface colors, high-gloss versions, genuine wood as well as carbon
finishes are available on request.

Silence Plus

Dimensions
size:
width:
depth:
height:
weight:

M
450mm
360mm
48mm
7.4kg

L
500mm
440mm
48mm
10.6kg

Finish
Nextel grey matt
Black carbon finish

Review
“The change in the musical reproduction was unmistakable. It was as spectacular as it was surprising. … The
spatial effect was remarkable. ... I always expect the differences to appear in roughly the same way, i.e. that there
should be more of everything: more space, more colour in the sound, more body, more dynamic structure and
fineness, more precise timing.”
Wolfgang Kemper, HiFi Statement, 2013
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The Fundamentals of Sound.

Silence Plus
The full monty
The already legendary top-of-the range
product in our line of passive hifi equipment stands, the Silence Plus, has been
further upgraded during the last year. With
the gel support being used in a quite
different form, we could create an entirely
new design. The upper support surface
now fully rests on the gel without any
impediments, meaning that it is no longer
possible for any vibration at all to get
through to the top.
The top surface of the Silence Plus itself is
dampened by three different mechanisms,
meaning that even vibrations of the equipment itself can be eliminated with
extremely high efficiency. Of prime importance is that the absorption occurs across
the entire frequency spectrum (large
masses are not always good!).
The optimum choices in terms of the
properties and innovative arrangement of
the materials, as well as the precise
matching of individual components lead to
an even better performance from the new
and improved Silence Plus.
You’ll be amazed at how good your
equipment can sound!

